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Patient is evaluated by designated clinician with the    
DSM - 5  Diagnostic Criteria  OR  patient has an existing OUD diagnosis   

Review patient ’ s MHD screening history, or screen now. Patient must screen    
positive on a PHQ - 9 , GAD - 7 , or PC - PTSD - 5  in  past 6 months.   

Patient is assessed for the presence of any    
exclusion criteria.   

Patient is  ELIGIBLE   for CHAMP.   

Patient meets eligibility for OUD by any one of the following:    
1.   ≥ 2   on DSM -  Diagnostic Criteria for OUD with 5 in  the past 6 months   

OR   
2 .   OUD diagnosis recorded in the electronic medical record    

•   Associated with a PCP encounter within the  past 6 months   
•   Or an OUD diagnosis on problem list that PCP reviewed within the  past 6 months   

Patient screens  positive   on PHQ - ( 9   ≥ 5 )   or GAD -   ( 7 ≥ 5  or  )   
PC - PTSD -   5 ( ≥ 1   ) within the  past 6 months   

NO   exclusion criteria are met.   

Patient screens  positive on either one.     
NMA positive is  ≥ 4  for prescription  or     

≥ 4   for street opioids.    
SOS Positive is > 0 .   

Patient attends scheduled clinical visit or  
self - refers for opioid use care   

Patient is screened for opioid use with    
NIDA - modified ASSIST  ( NMA) for CHAMP   

OR   the  Short Opioid Screen  ( SOS )     

Patient with known or probable OUD is  
referred by provider    
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CHAMP Eligibility Criteria  
Date: 3.1.23  

Inclusion Criteria:  

Patients are potentially ELIGIBLE for CHAMP if they meet the inclusion criteria below.  

1. ≥ 4 NIDA Modified-ASSIST (NMA) for CHAMP OR >0 on the Short Opioid Screen (SOS)         

OR Provider Referral   

2. ≥ 2 DSM-5 Diagnostic Criteria for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) OR an OUD diagnosis recorded in 
the electronic medical record that is associated with a PCP encounter in the past 6 months OR 
OUD diagnosis on problem list that the PCP reviewed in the past 6 months.   

3. A positive screen on ONE of the below Mental Health Screeners (MHD) in the past 6 months:    
≥ 5 on the PHQ-9 AND/OR ≥ 5 on the GAD-7 AND/OR ≥ 1 on the PC-PTSD-5  

Exclusion Criteria:  

Patients are INELIGIBLE for CHAMP if they meet ANY of the following categories (even if they meet all 
of the inclusion criteria)  

1. Patient prefers, or is currently being prescribed psychotropic medication (including mOUD) by a 
Mental Health Care Specialist or board-certified Addiction Medicine Specialist. (NOTE: it is 
acceptable if the addiction specialist is a primary care provider in your clinic or health system).   

2. Patient is currently in, or is planning on entering a federally licensed opioid treatment program (i.e. 
methadone treatment program) (NOTE: If patient actually does not enter an opioid treatment 
program or is later discharged from an opioid treatment program, patient could then become 
eligible).   

3. Patient is currently in, or is planning on entering a specialty substance use disorders residential 
treatment program (NOTE: If patient actually does not enter a residential treatment program or is 
later discharged from a residential treatment program, patient could then become eligible).   

4. Patient enrolled in CoCM for MHD and OUD for more than 14 days (NOTE: relevant for Intervention  
Clinics only)   

5. Patient does not speak English or Spanish  

6. Patient is younger than 18 years of age  

7. Patient has a diagnosis of dementia  

8. Patient lacks the capacity to provide informed consent  

9. Patient doesn’t plan on getting care at the clinic for the next 6 months                                              
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